
VIDEO SURVEILLANCE

IP VIDEO OVERVIEW

BlueWave Security brings ease-of-use and security to 
your video surveillance system. BlueWave cameras and 
NVR’s (Network Video Recorder) can cover your assets 
from every angle. From integration with your legacy 
systems, to layered administration and live phone 
support, BlueWave aims to provide top of the line 
service in the industry. Our system is built to scale from 
one camera to thousands across multi-site locations.

Existing legacy systems?  Our standard TTL input/
output allows BlueWave to integrate with your current 
set-up.  

Unsure what cameras go where?  Work with our 
experienced team to maximize the placement and 
design of your system.

High-storage requirements?  Our NVR offers H.265 
compression. This can reduce legacy storage space by 
up to 75%.

ANALYTICS
 → Intelligent Analytics Onboard 

Each Camera

 → License Plate & Facial Capture, 
Advanced Anayltics Available

SOFTWARE
 → Remote Access from Any Device 

(cell, tablet, laptop) through a 
Network VPN Connection

 → Behind the Firewall

 → Customizable Video Walls for 
Each Administrator

CAMERAS
 → Family of Megapixel Cameras

 → Day/Night Capabilities

 → PoE, 12VDC
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For more information:
Sales@bluewavesecurity.com
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FEATURES:

Built-in PoE Switch

Data Backup in AVI & MP4

Up to 5MP Real Time Recording

Advanced Search (Time, Event, Thumbnail, Text, etc.)

Additional TB Available Upon Request

CAMERA MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE
With a user-friendly modern interface, BlueEye is built to give you customizable, real-time 
oversight of your facilities. 

NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER
BlueWave NVRs range from 4-32 channels and have built-in storage. With plug and play easy 
connection, set up has never been easier. 

Geographic, Multi-Site Visuals 
(Up to Five Layers)

Camera Analytics NotificationsAdministrator Permissions

Advanced Search (Time, Event, 
Thumbnail, Text, etc.)
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4MP VANDAL DOME CAMERA
Our most popular camera, the 4MP Vandal Dome (IP 66) is the perfect 
solution for your surveillance needs. Monitor your assets 24/7 from a 
Wide-Dynamic Range camera that has coverage up to 100 feet.

FEATURES: 

True Day/Night

2MP or 4MP Full Resolution, 25/30 FPS

Motorized Varifocal 2.8 ~ 12mm Lens

BLUEWAVE CAMERA LINE
Each BlueWave camera is equipped with the latest capabilities on the market. They are ONVIF 
compliant which allows versatility for your organization’s future growth. For power, you have 
the flexibility of Power over Ethernet (PoE) or 12VDC. Auto exposure and white balance come 
standard, as well as triple stream communication (H.264, MPEG4, MJPEG) to allow image data 
flexibility based on your needs. Each camera has both audio and alarm In/Out ports, and zero 
configuration time for ease of install. 

12MP FISHEYE DOME NETWORK CAMERA
The 12MP Fisheye Camera is the most versatile camera on the market 
today. With a 360 degree, birds eye view of your facility, the fisheye 
provides maximum visual coverage from a single source.

FEATURES:

True Day/Night

12MP Resolution, 12.5/15 FPS

Built-in Dewarping

4MP BULLET CAMERA
For outdoor surveillance, the 4MP Bullet Camera is the ideal solution 
for long-range visualization. Equipped with infra-red technology, the 
bullet provides coverage up to 100 feet even in unlit spaces. 

FEATURES:

True Day/Night

2MP or 4MP Resolution, 25/30 FPS

Motorized Varifocal 2.8 ~ 12mm Lens



INDOOR DOME NETWORK CAMERA
The Indoor Dome Network Camera exceeds expectations in monitoring 
your interior spaces. With a high resolution and wide dynamic range, 
you will have full visualization on your assets up to 25 meters. 

FEATURES:

True Day/Night

2MP or 4MP Full HD Resolution, 25/30 FPS

Fixed 3.7mm Lens

PAN-TILT-ZOOM (PTZ-20X) Camera
The PTZ Camera is ideal if you are looking for a hands-on surveillance 
solution. Fit for both indoor and outdoor spaces, the PTZ  allows you 
to set surveillance paths and  monitor a larger range from one source.

FEATURES:

True Day/Night

Optical Zoom 20x, Digital Zoom 12x

Motorized Pan/Tilt Control

We went with BlueWave because it is a reliable product that can scale. The installation was 
simple, and we know their support team is behind us.
“

BlueWave Security was founded in 2005 and 
is a leader in developing end-to-end, IP-based 
physical access control and video solutions. We 
have a national network of certified installers 
and thousands of end users from retail, to 
education and healthcare. BlueWave controllers 
and BlueView software are made and supported 
in the U.S.A.

For more information:
Sales@bluewavesecurity.com
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Jim Frager, Streetlights Residential


